A Pilot Randomized Clinical Safety Study of Sonothrombolysis Augmentation With Ultrasound-Activated Perflutren-Lipid Microspheres for Acute Ischemic Stroke
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Background and Purpose—Ultrasound transiently expands perflutren-lipid microspheres (μS), transmitting energy momentum to surrounding fluids. We report a pilot safety/feasibility study of ultrasound-activated μS with systemic tissue plasminogen activator (tPA).

Methods—Stroke subjects treated within 3 hours had abnormal Thrombolysis in Brain Ischemia (TIBI) residual flow grades 0 to 3 before tPA on transcranial Doppler (TCD). Randomization included Controls (tPA+TCD) or Target (tPA+TCD+2.8 mL μS). The primary safety end point was symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH) with worsening by 4 NIHSS points within 72 hours.

Results—Fifteen subjects were randomized 3:1 to Target, n=12 or Control, n=3. After treatment, asymptomatic ICH occurred in 3 Target and 1 Control, and sICH was not seen in any study subject. μS reached MCA occlusions in all Target subjects at velocities higher than surrounding residual red blood cell flow: 39.8±11.3 vs 28.8±13.8 cm/s, P<0.001. In 75% of subjects, μS permeated to areas with no pretreatment residual flow, and in 83% residual flow velocity improved at a median of 30 minutes from start of μS infusion (range 30 s to 120 minutes) by a median of 17 cm/s (118% above pretreatment values). To provide perspective, current study recanalization rates were compared with the tPA control arm of the CLOTBUST trial: complete recanalization 50% versus 18%, partial 33% versus 33%, none 17% versus 49%, P=0.028. At 2 hours, sustained complete recanalization was 42% versus 13%, P=0.003, and NIHSS scores 0 to 3 were reached by 17% versus 8%, P=0.456.

Conclusions—Perflutren μS reached and permeated beyond intracranial occlusions with no increase in sICH after systemic thrombolysis suggesting feasibility of further μS dose-escalation studies and development of drug delivery to tissues with compromised perfusion. (Stroke. 2008;39:000-000.)
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Intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) remains the only approved therapy for acute ischemic stroke. Successful thrombolysis depends on tPA delivery to the thrombus via residual flow around acute arterial obstruction. Pulsed wave transcranial Doppler (TCD) can expose the thrombus-residual flow interface to a mechanical ultrasound pressure wave, and TCD monitoring can safely facilitate early recanalization in stroke subjects treated with systemic tPA. In the CLOTBUST (Combined Lysis of Thrombus with 2 MHz transcranial Ultrasound and Systemic TPA) trial, TCD monitoring for 2 hours after tPA bolus with 1 hour tPA infusion tripled the chance of complete and sustained recanalization. This early augmentation of reperfusion resulted in a trend toward favorable clinical recovery. Based on this trend, a pivotal trial to confirm efficacy of sonothrombolysis would require an estimated 600 subjects. Because this is a large sample for an acute stroke trial, CLOTBUST investigators started to explore further ways to augment early reperfusion that could reduce the sample size of the pivotal trial.

One such possibility could be gaseous microspheres (μS) with protective shells that were first engineered as contrast agents for ultrasound imaging. After gaseous μS are compressed by an ultrasonic pressure wave, the gas expands, and the spheres oscillate. Because μS have impedance much higher than red blood cells, they act like bright reflectors and send back stronger echoes useful for imaging. With expansion, they also transmit mechanical energy momentum to surrounding fluids accelerating residual flow and possibly
producing “microangioplasties” to thrombus with transient S expansion in size. Moreover, experimental data have shown that acoustic radiation could force S through the thrombus and create numerous microscopic holes inside the clot. This can potentially facilitate thrombolysis and may aid ultrasound-targeted drug delivery. Recently, promising human studies were done with TCD-activated first generation gaseous S as an adjunctive facilitator of thrombus breakup with systemic tPA therapy. Early generation S are air-filled and tend to “bubble-up” in saline making continuous infusion difficult. They also have weak shell compositions that produce S of variable and relatively large sizes that could decrease their ability to cross lung circulation and permeate through thrombus. Thus, the goal was to test the feasibility and safety of novel lipid coated S containing C3F8 (perflutren) that are consistent in size (1 to 2 μm) and more stable in saline solution.

Subjects and Methods
We designed a prospective open-label randomized clinical trial based on the CLOTBUST methodology that combines a standard 1-hour 0.9-mg/kg tPA infusion with 2 hours of continuous TCD monitoring. In brief, subjects presenting with acute ischemic stroke were screened for their eligibility for systemic thrombolysis within 3 hours of symptom onset according to the NINDS-tPA Stroke Study criteria. In addition, a fast-track diagnostic TCD was performed in the emergency department to detect the middle cerebral artery (MCA) occlusion. We used previously validated Thrombolysis in Brain Ischemia (TIBI) criteria for residual blood flow signals around MCA thrombosis. At least 1 of the abnormal TIBI flow grades (absent, minimal, blunted or dampened) had to be present before tPA bolus in the affected MCA at depth range 30 to 65 mm with >30% velocity asymmetry to the contralateral MCA. TCD signs of flow diversion to branching vessels were considered supportive information for the diagnosis of the MCA occlusion.

Institutional Review Board approvals were obtained at all participating centers, and all subjects or proxies signed an informed consent. Subjects who had MCA occlusions on TCD before tPA bolus were then randomized in a 3:1 ratio to Target (tPA + 2 hours TCD +60 minutes infusion of 2.8 mL perflutren-lipid S diluted in 100 cc normal saline) or Control (tPA +2 hours TCD). An intravenous line separate from tPA was used for S infusion. Gravity macrodrip had to be used to administer S because electronic pumps detect the presence of gas with S solutions and hinder its administration.

Subjects were monitored with 100 M TCD (Spencer Technologies), and with Ez-Dop (Compumedics) when Power Motion Doppler (PMD) showed no detectable signals in one subject. Both units emitted pulsed ultrasound of 2 MHz frequency with power outputs below 720 mW as measured by hydrophone in a water tank.

Spectral waveforms from the depths of the worst detectable residual flow signals were obtained at 0, 30, 60, 90, and 120 minutes from treatment initiation using a standard monitoring headframe and protocol. Baseline and 120-minute TIBI grades were documented in the case report form while unblinded sonographers also evaluated and digitally stored the 30, 60, and 90 minutes waveforms. To determine recanalization on TCD, waveforms were interpreted by onsite investigators who were all certified in using the TIBI flow grading system before trial initiation. In addition, waveforms were transferred for an independent central evaluation (Andrew Demchuk, MD, Calgary, AB, Canada).

Similar to our previous reports, partial recanalization on TCD was diagnosed if the affected MCA segment with the worst residual flow grade pretreatment showed an improvement by 1 TIBI grade or more to TIBI grade 2 or 3. Complete recanalization was diagnosed if TIBI flow grades recovered to the highest grade 4 or 5 within 2 hours after treatment initiation.

To determine whether S can reach MCA occlusion depths and permeate to areas of no detectable flow, PMD flow tracks were analyzed. PMD provides high resolution (3 mm gate length×33 gates) information about direction and intensity of flow signals sufficiently covering unilateral MCA depths (PMD display range 25 to 85 mm). PMD tracks were obtained simultaneously with spectral waveforms as part of diagnostic and monitoring TCD procedures. Still PMD images of S traces were analyzed using high-resolution color pixel software (Microsoft Digital Image Editor, 2006). This protocol was validated internally before our analysis for consistency between the raters blinded to subject information. The intrarater and interrater reliability in the measurement of Motion-mode and Doppler parameters was assessed using interclass correlation coefficients. Measurements by 2 blinded investigators showed an inter- and intraobserver agreement for maximum single-gate S duration and S velocity of 0.81/0.87, and 0.84/0.90, respectively (interclass correlation coefficients, n=30 S samples). Further details of this methodology are presented in a separate report.

The primary safety end point was symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH) within 72 hours from treatment. Hemorrhage was considered symptomatic if the presence of intracranial bleeding was diagnosed by repeated brain CT or MRI scanning was related in the opinion of the clinical investigator to the worsening of the neurological deficit by ≥4 NIHSS points. Secondary signal-of-efficacy end points were complete recanalization on TCD diagnosed as TIBI flow grade 4 or 5 at 2 hours of treatment, early clinical neurological recovery at 2 hours (a total NIHSS score 0 to 3 points or reduction by ≥10 NIHSS points), and clinical recovery at 24 hours (total NIHSS score 0 to 2 points). All scoring physicians were certified to use the NIHSS. Favorable clinical outcome at 3 months was defined as a modified Rankin score of 0 to 1 or a NIHSS score of 0 to 1. Mortality and functional recovery were documented at 3 months after symptom onset if subjects were available for follow-up.

To test the hypothesis that activation of perflutren-lipid S with TCD during tPA infusion in stroke subjects is feasible, we planned to monitor safety (sICH) of S activation in the sample size of 40 subjects. Although this predetermined sample size was not based on statistical power considerations, it was consistent with other pilot feasibility studies of novel medications performed in subjects with ischemic stroke. An independent Data Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) was appointed to independently review all safety data generated during the study (see Acknowledgements) after every 10 subjects randomized to receive S, or earlier if 2 symptomatic hemorrhages occurred in 10 subjects in the Target group, or overall symptomatic brain hemorrhage rate exceeded 15%. The study was terminated for administrative reasons before reaching its predetermined sample because a new formulation of S was developed and a new dose-escalation study could be initiated. Study termination occurred without safety concerns and before primary and secondary analyses. Statistical analyses included descriptive statistics, chi² test or Fisher’s exact test, unpaired t test, and Mann–Whitney U test as indicated.

Results
A total of 15 subjects were randomized to Target (n=12) or Controls (n=3) with no significant difference in pretreatment characteristics including age, NIHSS scores, depths of the worst residual flow signals location on TCD, and TIBI flow grades in the affected MCA’s (Table 1). One subject randomized to the Target group fell outside the window for treatment with S and received target vessel insonation without concomitant administration of S. In this case by the time informed was obtained and the patient was randomized, the subject was already outside the 3-hour window for intravenous thrombolytic treatment. Three subjects had distal MCA occlusions, whereas in 9 cases proximal MCA occlusions were identified on baseline TCD.
To provide perspective, recanalization rates as determined by onsite investigators in the present study were compared to previously published data from the CLOTBUST trial\(^1\) (Table 2). The rates of any recanalization within 2 hours after tPA bolus were (TPA+TCD+\(\mu\)S versus TPA in CLOTBUST): complete 50% (6/12) versus 18% (11/63), partial 33% (4/12) versus 33% (21/63), none 17% (2/12) versus 49% (31/63), Pearson’s \(\chi^2=7.134, \text{df}=2, P=0.028\). The rates of complete recanalization were 50% in the present study (TPA+TCD+\(\mu\)S) and 18% in the control (TPA alone) group of CLOTBUST (\(P=0.023\); Fisher’s exact test). Among concurrent Controls in the present study (\(n=3\)), none reached complete recanalization, 2 achieved partial recanalization, and 1 had no recanalization. As compared to the CLOTBUST data, sustained complete recanalization rate at 2 hours after tPA bolus was 42% with TPA+TCD+\(\mu\)S (5/12), 38% TPA+TCD (24/63), and 13% TPA (8/63). An independent central evaluation of sonograms identified the need for development of a new set of TIBI flow grades definitions that will adjust to flow enhancement with microspheres. Sustained complete recanalization was shown in 2 of 3 cases of distal MCA occlusions (66%), whereas 3 subjects reached complete sustained recanalization in the subgroup of proximal MCA occlusions (25%).

A total NIHSS score of 0 to 3 points at 2 hours was 17% for TPA+TCD+\(\mu\)S (2/12); 14% for TPA+TCD (9/63), and 8% of subjects for TPA (5/63), Pearson’s \(\chi^2=1.569, \text{df}=2, P=0.456\). Reduction by \(\geq\)10 NIHSS points at 2 hours

### Table 1. Baseline Subject Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Target n=12</th>
<th>Control n=3</th>
<th>(P) Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>75±13</td>
<td>58±33</td>
<td>0.178*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median NIHSS score, range</td>
<td>17 (9 to 28)</td>
<td>24 (6 to 26)</td>
<td>0.563**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median residual flow depth, range (mm)</td>
<td>51 (39 to 62)</td>
<td>52 (51 to 56)</td>
<td>0.384**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean TIBI grade</td>
<td>1.5±0.8</td>
<td>0.7±0.6</td>
<td>0.117*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*Unpaired \(t\) test; **Mann Whitney \(U\) test.

After treatment, a total of 4 asymptomatic hemorrhages were found: 3 in Target (25%) and 1 in Control (33%) subjects. Concerning the primary safety end point, no sICH was reported in any of the study subjects. This was confirmed on DSMB review of the data.

TCD recordings were evaluated as part of a secondary analysis. \(\mu\)S were detected at the depth of the worst residual flow signals on TCD reaching MCA occlusions in all Target subjects (Figure 1). \(\mu\)S were moving at velocities higher than surrounding residual red blood cell flow: 39.8±11.3 versus 28.8±13.8 cm/s, \(P<0.001\) (Figure 2). Before any recanalization, \(\mu\)S permeated to areas with no detectable pretreatment residual flow in 9 Target subjects (75%) (Figure 3). Residual flow improvement was detected at a median of 30 minutes from the beginning of \(\mu\)S infusion (range 30 s to 120 minutes) with early augmentation of the residual flow velocity in 10 subjects (83%): median absolute increase 17 cm/s (median relative increase 118%) above pretreatment values.

### Figure 1. Power motion Doppler flow tracks of acute MCA occlusion, \(\mu\)S arrival at thrombus location and early residual flow augmentation with partial recanalization. Upper images (left to right), Depth scale (mm) relative to pretreatment CTA showing areas of no detectable flow on PMD relative to thrombus location, and flow signals in opened parts of the MCA and the anterior cerebral artery (left). Posttreatment CTA inset shows partial recanalization (right). Bottom images (left to right), PMD and spectral Doppler recordings showing sluggish residual flow in the affected MCA (7 cm/s) at the time of tPA bolus (left); initial \(\mu\)S arrival at the thrombus and permeation beyond occlusion to areas with no detectable flow at 20 to 30 seconds from start of \(\mu\)S infusion (middle); and partial recanalization with velocity improvement 24 cm/s at 7 minutes after combined treatment initiation (right). Flow toward the probe is coded as red, whereas flow away from the probe is coded as blue. The blue band at a depth of 40 to 50 mm corresponds to MCA collateral retrograde flow. NIHSS score was 12 points pretreatment, 5 points at 2 hours, and 1 point at 24 hours.
occurred in 17% with TPA+TCD+μS (2/12), 14% with TPA+TCD (9/63), and 13% of subjects with TPA (8/63; Pearson’s χ²=0.160, df=2, P=0.923).

Mortality (Target versus Control) was 25% (4/12) versus 33% (1/3), range 4 to 84 days. A total of 6 subjects completed the 3 month follow-up by the time of study termination. Favorable outcome was reached by 2 of 5 surviving Target subjects (40%), whereas functional outcome data were not available in 2 surviving Control subjects.

Discussion
Our study showed no increased risk of symptomatic ICH in subjects who received intravenous tPA with perflutren-lipid μS activated with a single beam 2 MHz TCD. Although rates of asymptomatic hemorrhagic transformation were higher than previously reported in a multi-center Phase IV study of TPA,19 it was likely attributable the fact that our study included subjects with more severe strokes, all of whom had MCA occlusions. In these subjects, asymptomatic hemorrhagic transformation is considered a marker of potentially nutritious tPA-associated reperfusion particularly if clinical improvement is noticed despite appearance of blood on brain imaging.20

Our study parallels findings by Molina et al who showed safe enhancement of thrombolysis with earlier generation microbubbles also activated by TCD.11 Our study is in

Figure 2. Calculation of μS propagation velocity on time-distance PMD flow tracks (upper image), and corresponding red blood cell velocities of the residual flow at the time of μS appearance on spectral Doppler (lower image). Vertical axis (upper image), depth of insonation (mm). Vertical axis (lower image), blood flow velocity (cm/s). Horizontal axis (both images), total recording time of 4 seconds. Dotted lines show measurements of distance, velocity, and time.

Figure 3. PMD flow tracks show individual and multiple perflutren-lipid μS permeation to areas with no detectable residual flow pretreatment (dotted circles). Upper images demonstrate μS appearance at shallow depths (25 to 40 mm) corresponding to the distal MCA areas that are distal to the residual flow signals on spectral Doppler (lower images). Spectral waveforms were obtained at 50 mm depth (horizontal yellow line), Vertical axis, depth in mm (upper images) and velocity in cm/s (lower images). Horizontal axis, time in seconds.
contrast to findings by Larrue et al\textsuperscript{21} who also used earlier generation microbubbles (Leovist, Schering AG) but activated these microbubbles with duplex ultrasound transducers that have higher energy levels than TCD. Although Larrue et al also showed no instances of sICH, they noticed much higher rates of asymptomatic brain hemorrhages at no signal of efficacy with their methodology of microbubble activation. Notably, the use of duplex technology to enhance tPA activity without microbubbles in another study also resulted in lower recanalization rates at higher rates of brain hemorrhages.\textsuperscript{22}

However, numerous methodological differences between these studies should be taken into account, when interpreting the discrepant findings. For one, Eggers et al included more severely affected patients suffering from main-stem MCA (proximal M1 segment) occlusions with no residual flow (TIBI 0).\textsuperscript{22} Also, recanalization rate by TCCD was differently defined in the study by Eggers et al\textsuperscript{22} in comparison to CLOTBUST or the present report. Finally, recanalization status was assessed by MRA and not by ultrasound (TCD or TCCD) in the report by Larrue et al.\textsuperscript{21}

Interestingly, in 75\% of our study population $\mu S$ were detected in areas with no pretreatment flow. This finding may indicate that perflutren-containing $\mu S$ can reach and permeate beyond intracranial occlusions. However, these results need to be interpreted with caution because ultrasound contrast enhancer can increase measured peak systolic velocity by about 20\%. Thus, it may be argued that residual flow improvement detection may be explained partly by enhanced reflection and not by improvement of flow itself. Also, we did not measure the increase of flow by $\mu S$ in healthy subjects to compare the results of individuals with patent vessels with those of study subjects. Further studies are currently underway by our group to detect and quantify the effect of $\mu S$ on blood flow in healthy subjects.

Our study has limitations, namely a small sample size and limited follow-up. Because of the small numbers in each study group, potential differences in age or baseline NIHSS may not reach statistical significance. However, they may affect the calculated results concerning functional outcome. Location of occlusion was similar in both groups and therefore we assume that recanalization rates may be more informative than NIH change. Our results should be taken with caution because they were obtained at centers with expertise in sono-thrombolysis. Given operator-dependency of TCD, future multi-center studies should provide training of sonographers in assessment and monitoring of acute stroke subjects. Moreover, the ultrasound diagnosis of partial recanalization on the basis of improvement of 1 TIBI flow grade may lead to false-positive results, because small flow aberrations or improved flow attributable to changing quality of flow detection may give an erroneous impression of TIBI flow improvement by just 1 grade. Of note, though, that this is the reason we selected complete and not partial recanalization as a secondary outcome parameter. Another limitation of the present report is related to the absence of regular follow-up for mortality and functional recovery. Because of the limited number of subjects included in the control group (n=3), we were unable to perform any statistical comparisons between the 2 groups. Therefore we decided to compare the active group of the present study (tPA+US+$\mu S$) to the control group of CLOTBUST (tPA alone). Thus, the reported posthoc analyses were not predetermined, and this should be taken into account when interpreting our results. Finally, our study was not powered on any specific signal of efficacy. We selected a predetermined sample size of 40 patients similar to other pilot feasibility trials on ultrasound-enhanced thrombolysis.\textsuperscript{21–23}

Our study, nonetheless, shows the feasibility of administering a new generation of $\mu S$ in acute stroke subjects. Yet, a further dose-escalation study is needed because it is unclear whether more $\mu S$ delivered to thrombus during tPA infusion will safely facilitate thrombolysis in a dose-dependent manner. A multi-center dose-escalation controlled randomized trial is being completed to address this issue.

In conclusion, stroke subjects with MCA occlusions receiving infusion of perflutren lipid $\mu S$ during systemic thrombolysis did not have an increased risk of sICH suggesting the feasibility of further studies. Perflutren-containing $\mu S$ reached and permeated beyond intracranial occlusions. These findings are intriguing and are addressed in detail in a separate PMID data analysis.\textsuperscript{18} The ability of $\mu S$ to permeate vessel segments distal to the occlusion may provide a rationale for development of $\mu S$-aided sono-thrombolysis and $\mu S$-based drug delivery to tissues with compromised perfusion.
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### Table 2. Recanalization Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recanalization Within 2 Hours</th>
<th>tPA+US+$\mu S$</th>
<th>tPA (CLOTBUST)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complete recanalization</td>
<td>6/12 (50%)</td>
<td>11/63 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partial recanalization</td>
<td>4/12 (33%)</td>
<td>21/63 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No recanalization</td>
<td>2/12 (17%)</td>
<td>31/63 (49%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson $2 \times 3$ chi-square = 7.134, df = 2, $P = 0.028$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustained complete recanalization at 2 hours</td>
<td>5/12 (42%)</td>
<td>8/63 (13%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson chi-square = 11.832, df = 2, $P = 0.003$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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